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Aquarius

Thursday at 9 p.m. on KGW, 

KOBI

A return to “The X-Files” is in 
his future, but first, David Duch-
ovny will spend the summer on 
a collision course with an infa-
mous figure — Charles Man-
son, played by Gethin Anthony 
(“Game of Thrones”) — in 
this new suspense drama. The 
premiere episode, “Everybody’s 
Been Burned,” casts Duchovny 
as an L.A. homicide detective 
circa 1967. His search for an 
ex-flame’s missing daughter 
involves an undercover peer 
(Grey Damon). Another epi-
sode follows.

critics’corner

Stitchers

Tuesday at 9:01 p.m. on FAM

This is not your grandma’s 
procedural drama. ABC Fam-
ily’s first foray into that genre 
follows Kirsten Clark (Emma 
Ishta), a brilliant but emotion-
ally remote young woman re-
cruited by a covert government 
agency to solve crimes and 
mysteries by entering the minds 
of recently deceased individuals 
via a process known as “stitch-
ing.” Salli Richardson-Whitfield 
(“Eureka”), Allison Scagliotti, 
Kyle Harris (“The Carrie Dia-
ries”) and Ritesh Rajan co-star 
as Kirsten’s colleagues.

The Whispers

Monday at 10:01 p.m. on 

KATU, KEZI

The next time a child claims he 
or she has an imaginary friend, 
it might pay to believe it — if 
this new suspense series is any 
indication. With Steven Spiel-
berg among its executive pro-
ducers, the show makes Wash-
ington, D.C.-area youngsters 
the prey of an unseen entity 
that may use them to impact the 
city’s corridors of power. Lily 
Rabe plays an FBI agent skilled 
in dealing with children in the 
premiere, “X Marks the Spot.”

Across

 1. Actress on 
“NCIS: Los Angeles” (2)

 8. TV brand
 9. Melville’s “__: A 

Narrative of Adventures 
in the South Seas”

 10. Former actress on 
“NCIS” (3)

 14. “Parker Lewis 
Can’t __” (1990-93)

 15. Miner’s discovery
 16. Goodman or Cariou
 17. Copycat
 18. Summer in Paris
 19. Actor Sean
 20. 25 dozen plus one, 

in old Rome
 24. Monogram for 

playwright Maugham

 7. “Trailers for sale or rent, 
rooms __ __ ...”

 8. Gastroenterologist’s 
tool

 11. “Who __ You Think 
You Are?”

 12. Series for Deezer D
 13. “__ Tree Hill”
 14. Word with 

dog or top
 20. Steve of 

“The Office”
 21. Actress Sarah
 22. Role on “Cheers”
 23. Suffix for 

favor or meteor
 24. “Charlotte’s __”; 

2006 film for 
Julia Roberts

 25. Isaac or Howard
 26. Extreme enthusiasm
 29. 1974 outstanding 

comedy series Emmy 
winner

 30. Peggy Bundy’s 
man

 31. 2000-04 series for 
Josh Randall

 34. “__ Evening News 
With Scott Pelley”

 35. Actor Wheaton

crossword fun

gametime

The identity of the featured celebrity is found within 
the answers in the puzzle. In order to take the TV 
Challenge, unscramble the letters noted with aster-
isks within the puzzle.

 27. At the drop of __ __
 28. Letter from Greece
 29. Name with 

Fannie or Ginnie
 32. “The __ Breed”; 

James Stewart movie
 33. Role on 

“Stalker” (2)
 36. Teases
 37. Ms. Chase
 38. Series for Eric Close

Down

 1. Untie
 2. Physician-in-training
 3. “Bill __, the Science Guy”
 4. “Chicago __” 

(1994-2000)
 5. __ Thurman
 6. James __ of 

“Benson”
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